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A Collection of Stories about Fish, Fishermen, and Favorite Fishing Spots with Action on Every
PageThe incomparable Philip Wylie is here writing about one of the things he likes best—fishing.
Anyone who has ever wet a line, and perhaps those few benighted souls who haven’t, will be
thrilled to read these true tales about the big ones, hooked (and sometimes lost) in tropic
waters.In Denizens of the Deep, which was originally published in 1947, there are wonderful
chapters on marlin, the “admirable” barracuda, and the shark, whom Wylie calls “that
misunderstood fish.” The bursting pride when you catch that first big one is recaptured with fine
nostalgia in the essay “What Makes a Great Day’s Fishing?” and the tragedy of the clean
getaway in “Listen to This Tale of Woe.”Serious fishermen with an interest in the pastime’s
history will also find much valuable information in the chapter on the International Game Fish
Association.Skyhorse Publishing is proud to publish a broad range of books for fishermen. Our
books for anglers include titles that focus on fly fishing, bait fishing, fly-casting, spin casting,
deep sea fishing, and surf fishing. Our books offer both practical advice on tackle, techniques,
knots, and more, as well as lyrical prose on fishing for bass, trout, salmon, crappie, baitfish,
catfish, and more. While not every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a
national bestseller, we are committed to publishing books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked by other publishers and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home.
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an outdoor writer’s outdoor writerPreface: some thoughts on fishingSome fishThat
misunderstood fish—the sharkThere are no average sailfishThe admirable barracudaA marlin is
a fighting fishMarine middleweightsSome fishermen and fishing spotsMiami invites you to
fishThe compleat Florida anglerNomads of the seaThe IGFASome fishingListen to this tale of
woeWhat makes a great days fishing?this book is fondly dedicatedto two of the finest friends I
havewho happen to betwo of the world’s finest anglers,Helen and Mike LernerForeword: an
outdoor writer’s outdoor writerIf you know of Philip Wylie only as an old-time fishing writer,
there’s much to learn. He was emphatically not an “outdoor writer,” in the sense that I, for
example, am an outdoor writer. He was an actual, legitimate writer, who happened sometimes to
write about fishing, simply because he loved it so.His output included hundreds of mainstream
articles, novels, serials, short stories, syndicated newspaper columns, and lots more. He also
wrote screenplays while in Hollywood, was an editor for Farrar & Rinehart, served on the Dade
County, Florida Defense Council, was a director of the Lerner Marine Laboratory, and at one
time was an adviser to the chairman of the Joint Congressional Committee for Atomic Energy,
which led to the creation of the Atomic Energy Commission, according to his bio in
Wikipedia.But you would never know any of this from reading his fishing stories—he simply sets
his angling life aside from all the rest, and writes like one of the guys.Writers are an envious
bunch. One of the ways I can tell if a thing is well written is that somewhere in the midst of it I will
find myself thinking, “Damn, I wish I had written that!” With Philip Wylie, there are those moments
on pretty much every page. He is an outdoor writer’s outdoor writer, a guy with wit, broad



experience, and an obvious bone-deep knowledge of the fishing he writes about, and yet there’s
none of the elitist tone in his writing that seemed to creep into a lot of stuff written in his era,
particularly among big game fishermen. He writes like a guy whom you might have shared a
boat and a beer with last week. Wylie’s stories were written, however, in the days when you
could book an offshore charter boat and skipper for sixty-five to a hundred dollars per day,
according to Wylie, who found it excruciatingly expensive.Wylie is loaded with smart-aleck
remarks that could have come from Dave Barry a few years back instead of a guy writing in the
Eisenhower era. Like this: “Guys who buy a boat to save money on fishing are like those who
marry their blondes [mistresses] to save money on jewelry.”And this: “Every metal part on a boat
‘reacts’ in sun, saltwater, and air. And here, by ‘reacts’ I mean ‘falls apart in.’”He talks thus about
taking on really big fish, like tuna and marlin:“At some point in the Homeric struggle, there is
always a point . . . when the angler realizes . . . that he has set himself to do, for fun, something
not unlike unloading a coal barge, alone, with a big shovel, fast—and no time even for wiping
sweat.”Wylie was also one of the first to write about the then-infant sport of flats fishing for
snook, sea trout, reds, mangrove snapper, barracuda, baby tarpon, and the like. And he had the
sense of what it could become—lots of exciting fish easy to catch on light, manageable, and
affordable tackle, many even catchable without using a boat but by wading or fishing from a
bridge or pier, and not requiring the shoveling of the coal barge, either, when one was hooked.To
him every day on the water was a blessing, and he had many after he moved to Florida. “I
haven’t years enough, energy enough, or money enough to go on high adventures,” he wrote in
this book of his latter years. “I merely have high adventures where I am.”How can you beat that
philosophy?He was a friend of Hemingway and a force behind the founding of the IGFA with
Michael Lerner. He lived in a day when “millions” of giant bluefin tuna went past Bimini in season,
followed by a whole lot of very large mako and white sharks. He was evidently one of the few
early on who appreciated sharks as a fascinating part of the sea’s web, in an age when most
anglers routinely killed every one they could lay hands on.Sailfish, on the other hand, Wylie and
apparently everybody else routinely brought on board and clubbed to death, at least early in his
offshore career, an act that would horrify most billfish anglers these days. He fished them on 18-
pound test braided nylon, and with the reels of that time, it must have been a tricky proposition.
He began to release them, as he did all other species not taken for the table, as he gained
experience.“The angler . . . if he has the time to spend . . . in the end becomes less angler and
more naturalist,” he mused.Simply read through the preface of this book and you’re likely to wish
you could have known Philip Wylie and shared a boat with him. Read the rest of the book and
you’re likely to feel you have. It’s a voyage well worth taking.Frank Sargeant was long time
outdoor editor of the Tampa Tribune and a senior editor of Florida Sportsman Magazine before
he “retired” to work seventy hours a week at freelancing.Preface: some thoughts on fishingIn
looking over the informal essays you are about to read—a collection arranged by my publishers
—I felt that the net effect might, in some ways, be misleading.For instance, fish aren’t quite as
easy to catch as it occasionally appears here. And the big ones in the sea aren’t quite as



accessible to the average Joe as he might imagine from reading this. It costs money and takes
time to go after them, although sea fishing isn’t exclusively a rich man’s sport.I would not want
my readers to imagine that I, for example, had ceaselessly fared forth on the Gulf Stream and
come in with the cruiser half sunk by its load of fish. And so, to correct such possible inference, I
felt a Preface advisable—a note, let us say, of caution, coupled with a certain amount of
confession of the sort said to be good for the soul. To wit:In twenty-odd years of marine angling,
in hundreds of days spent trolling on the sea, I have caught exactly two big bluefin tunas. I have
never caught an Allison tuna, a mako, a broadbill swordfish. In a thousand hours of trolling for
blue marlin, I have boated two. During that period, of course, I “hung” many more. Say twenty. I
fought them—and lost them.On the other hand, you are going to see that I am widely regarded
as one who fishes under a spell, an evil spell. For I have lost a great many big fish under
circumstances which have caused strong men to break down, dithering with wrath and
impotence. I am supposed to be fairly competent as an angler. I have been selected to fish in
tournaments, on teams, representing my club—a thing no dub would be chosen to do. So, you
see, it is a matter of foul fortune, not skill, that attends my many failures. Anyhow, that’s what I
claim.Let me explain the sort of Kismet (doom, I mean) that pursues me:Some years back, I took
dead aim at this problem. I decided to put an end to “Wylie’s blight.” I went about it modestly,
selecting bass as my goal: I would build my own pond, raise my own bass in it, and then—by
Triton!—catch a few!Well, the pond was built in my mother-in-law’s back acres. Bulldozers
scraped deep into a miniature valley and raised up a dam at its end. The winter rains and snows
filled the basin with water. That first year, it leaked. Undaunted, I re-bulldozed. The next year, the
Conservation people came—and stocked it. Thereafter, patiently, I fertilized the pond—and my
fish waxed fat and energetic. Cattails grew. Frogs croaked around the perimeter; willows rose
and bent gracefully over the millpond green water; turtles turtled all day long, and by night the
surface seethed with bass taking insects. Big bass, at last, edible and hungry, themselves. Still I
waited.Let them grow.At length the great day came. I decided to chance nothing. No trout rod, no
flies, for me. I had my own fish here, in my private rain barrel, and I was going to break my jinx by
actually knocking them off like bowling pins. So I used worms, my friends. I fished all day in the
rain—and I caught one bluegill.What can you do about a thing like that? Sure. There was a
reason. There is always a “reason.” In this case, I figured it out—being an angler who
understands better than nearly any other angler alive why it is you don’t catch ’em. It seems that
there was about the largest crop of tadpoles in that pond in the history of batrachians. There
were so many tadpoles that, if you scooped up a bucket of water, it looked like tapioca. My fish
had no interest in worms. They had plenty to eat. In fact, they probably had trouble not eating,
because every time they drew an aquatic breath they must have sucked in ten tadpoles. The
bluegill I did catch was the fattest bluegill I’d ever seen—he had actual chunks of fat inside
him.That’s the sort of thing I’m up against.You ought to know about it. You might run into it
yourself. Or something like it.There are other booby traps, hundreds, in angling.In the case of
lion hunting, I understand, the guide knows where lions live. You get in a veldtmobile (a word I



just discovered) and the guide drives. He conducts you to some lion-infested purlieus and the
lions look up as you step from the car. Leaning against a fender, you take dead aim, and kill one
or two.Not long ago, in an account of rhinoceros hunting, given by my friend Robert Ruark (who
is an honest man), they went in a station wagon. They located dozens of rhinos, but never one to
suit. To shoot, that is. Some had horns that were too small and some were personally runty and
some were the wrong sex. They loitered around all day in the midst of this rhino-swarm and Bob
read a mystery story while he waited for the exact rhino to come along. It never did, which is the
only thing about his tale that surprised me.Going after big fish is nothing like that. Nothing
whatever, even if you discount the difference between a boat and a veldtmobile. There is a
difference, even there, too! Bob said the bumpy rides into the eland country (or maybe it was the
gnu country) made Mrs. Ruark uncomfortable. Well, Mrs. Ruark ought to see how it feels to
spend a day on a thirty-two-foot cruiser in a forty-mile wind blowing against the current of the
Gulf Stream! The Ruarks said it was mighty hot in Africa, also. I will give them ten degrees and
bet even, on the cockpit of a fishing boat hard by the Tropic of Cancer, in mid-July, on a
cloudless noon when no breeze is blowing. We tropical fishermen don’t think it’s warm unless
the brightwork sizzles when you spit on it, and the skipper makes toast on the forward hatch-
cover. Well, almost.Then, fishing guides don’t even know where marlin live. Nobody knows. A
tiger or an elephant is a fairly local species. You can follow your beaters into a certain valley in
the full assurance that, right in the high grass ahead there are water buffalo and, for heaven’s
sake, look out! Hunters have what they call “signs” to go by. Signs like footprints, for instance. But
tuna leave no tracks even though some of them do seem to travel the same seaways at
approximately the same time every year. On the whole there is mighty little “sign” for fish.People
say, of course, that a passel of hovering birds is sure evidence of fish. But I have personally
investigated the sea beneath 1,365,854 flocks of birds, ranging from pelicans to plovers, and all I
usually found there was the garbage just dumped by a passing freighter. Off and on, for most of
my adult life, I’ve looked for marlin sign, too—and I spotted it only once. It happened off the
Florida Keys and the “sign” was the sight, here and there, of mackerel with broken backs
flopping on the surface. From this we inferred that marlin were swatting at mackerel schools, and
we were apparently correct because we hung two marlin that day. But this “sign” had never been
seen before by our guides and they have never seen it again, that I know of. Bear sign isn’t that
scarce.When you hunt for big fish you just hunt blind. No way to tell where they “are,” usually. For
all you know, they may be right there under your baits—a half mile down, in the dark—not seeing
a damned thing or interested in top-water food. If giraffes had wings and spent a good deal of
time soaring near the stratosphere, that would make the finding of giraffes like the finding of, say,
a broadbill.All your fishing guide does know for sure is that, in past years, somebody or other did
catch a fish of the species you seek, somewhere in the neighborhood of the spot where you’re
trolling. If lions spent some of the time in Africa and some of the time in Poland, lion hunting
would be more like fishing. For you can leave your home in Baltimore, say, and travel to Miami—
one thousand lousy miles and more—and fish for a week for white marlin and never get a strike.



Then you can come home and discover they’ve been catching white marlin like herring, right off
Ocean City, Maryland. Things like that make guiding tough. They make fishing tough.I won’t
carry the analogue much further for fear of making certain kinds of big-game hunters look sissy.
But I guess you get the idea. Put it this way: When a hunter goes to Africa for a few weeks of
shooting, he always comes back with enough “heads” to make his den look like a petrified zoo.
But when a big-game angler goes big-game fishing for a few weeks, he often comes back with a
sunburn, and nothing else.However, even one big-game fish puts the angler in a special league.
Catching one is something like having appendicitis. You will notice that a person who has had an
appendix operation talks about it with authority. He talks authoritatively about all appendix
operations. In fact, gradually, he becomes a lay authority on general surgery. This also happens
to anglers. Let a mere man or woman nail a blue marlin, or even an outsized white marlin, and
you will thereafter find yourself, whenever that person’s around, in the presence of an all-round
big-game angler.Besides, if you fish a good deal, even though you don’t catch many, you’ll see
some caught. You can talk about that.In my own case, I’ve sat for hours—maybe a little listlessly
at times—while some of the largest fish in the world were taken by my guests. Any experience
missed by me has been directly observed by me. Let that stand as an answer to those several
skeptics who, upon reading the fiction I have written about deep-sea angling, wrote to say they
thought I’d never fished at all. That’s what I’ve done most of—fish; not catch fish.The essays
ahead are factual. They concern data known to me; they contain accounts of events that
happened to me or in my presence; and they also report fishing anecdotes collected by me from
credible sources. So far as I am aware, there is no “fiction” in this book. However, since
fishermen appear to be the sports world’s stickiest people about detail, let me say that even
when a writer composes fishing fiction, he is held strictly accountable to fact. Nothing must
happen in a story that could not take place in reality.Once, just once in the hundred or more
yarns I’ve written about deep-sea fishing, I described a certain fish—a permit, actually—as
having a “streaming” dorsal fin.Well, a permit is a pompano and I was thinking absently of an
African pompano which, it happens, does have a set of dorsal streamers. But you would think I
had attributed the Gettysburg Address to Washington! Letters poured in. My phone sang day
and night. I was corrected by ichthyologists, small boys, fishmongers and maiden aunts. I hadn’t
believed there were that many people in U.S.A. who’d ever even heard of permits!This
circumstance applies, in some nth power, to the essay on angling. In fact (and this is a bee I trust
the reader will get firmly in his fly-hat) I am continually “corrected” by people who have mistaken
information; they plough into the millpond of my life to controvert some proper assertion. Be it
noted here, then, that all such communications will be folded neatly and used (unanswered) to
clean reels, prop up tables, and the like. Let me illustrate this monkeyshine:In a piece appearing
here—about sharks—I point out that these beasts rarely attack human beings and may be
driven off, frequently, by determined counterattack. Is that clear? Go back and study it. Very
well.When that assertion was published in what is usually called “a national periodical” (and
what we here shall call True magazine), a tragedy occurred off California. Two teenage boys, in



swimming, were attacked by a shark. One was bitten so badly he bled to death. The other, trying
to help his pal, slugged the shark with his fist and drove it away. Now, tens of millions of man-day
swims occur annually off California and that instance of shark attack was the first recorded on
the entire coast for more than eleven years.Clear enough, isn’t it? Observe from it that sharks
rarely attack people off California and the only one that did so, in eleven years, was driven off by
a sock with a bare fist. He was even driven off after he’d had one big bite of a person.There
could hardly be a more convincing proof of my argument about the rarity of shark bite, the
possibility of defense.But what happened?For days, for weeks, for months, my mail contained
scurrilous letters from people who tore out my article and the tragic news clipping, pinned them
together, and scribbled to me, “Guess this makes you feel like a horse’s neck!” (Note: Horse’s
neck was about the mildest expression these oafs used!)I have turned this matter over to some
of my friends who happen to be psychoanalysts. I have pointed out, in doing so, that my article
also said (look for yourself) that once in a great while sharks do kill people and quite often the
Australian sharks try it. The psychoanalysts are still pondering the problem of how it happens
that people will mail you proof of something you wrote, in the imbecile belief that it proves the
opposite!“People don’t think,” one learned man hazarded, “when confronted with anything that
scares hell out of them. Look at McCarthyism,” this sage mused. “Separates the men from the
boys, the sane from the hysterical.”Well, you look at McCarthyism.Take Portuguese men-of-
war.These are the very handsome relatives of the jellyfish that float around with their opalescent-
blue gasbags inflated and their long, barbed streamers hanging in the water. They are
poisonous. Some people are more sensitive to the toxin on their trailing stinging-cells than
others. But suppose you gather a group of innocent people and divide them in half. Tell one half
that the Portuguese man-of-war causes a burning sensation that doesn’t seriously distress most
persons and can be relieved by an alkaline application. Tell the other half that the same critter is
capable of inflicting “agonizing” harm on people and some people have even been killed by the
monster. (Both statements are true.)Now. Put these people in swimming along Miami Beach on
a day when the men-of-war are around and the wind’s east. Let all these Joes and Jills get
tangled with the sea varmints. You will find, I am sure, that the people who expected to be half-
killed get in a prodigious uproar; those who merely expected the kind of burn you get from
nettles will hold up dandy—probably go right on swimming, as myriads do. But I’ve seen people
—preconditioned people—sent to the hospital for men-of-war “agony.”What, you may ask, has
all this to do with McCarthy?What, I ask you in return, has he got to do with fishing?I have
mentioned cost. A great many deep-sea anglers have said a great deal about cost. Said it with
sorrow.In order to fish in the open ocean, one needs a substantial boat: the waves get big. One
needs a motor: you can’t row fast enough to troll for sailfish. A motor alone needs a biggish boat
—and somebody to run it. That means a boatman. If you aren’t very familiar with deep-sea
fishing, you also need guidance. And, anyway, if you catch a really big fish, you’ll need help
getting him aboard. It adds up—adds up, these days, to an average cost of sixty-five to a
hundred dollars a day, for a charterboat.If you take three paying people along, that sum comes



down to a manageable amount, for a day’s gamble. You spend more at a race track—and get
even less. But suppose the people you take along are (a) your wife and (b) your parents-in-law.
This means you pay the full freight. Sixty-five simoleons, at least. Can you afford it?Many people
have answered that question in what seems to me the most uneconomic (not to say crazy)
fashion imaginable. They have bought their own boats. Now, I will not argue with a person who
“loves” boats and buys a boat because he loves boats, any more than I would argue with a man
about the cost of a bracelet he gave to a girl, owing to his love of blondes. People are entitled to
such whims. This is (or was) a free country. Every man is allowed to think as he pleases,
excepting when a bully from Wisconsin disagrees. What I mean is, people are still allowed to
love boats, as this Preface goes to press.But the men who buy boats because “they want to save
money when fishing,” are marrying their blondes. If you have a boat, you have to buy a dock, or
rent one. Then you have to hire a full-time man to run your yacht—unless you are willing to give
up fishing and become a sea-chauffeur for your pals. You may also hire a mate to bait and to
boat fish while your hired captain steers. Now you have a boat, a dock and two personnel on
your payroll. You think that’s anything? You aren’t even in the water, yet!You have to get the
damned thing to the sea and into it, probably paying for the use of ways, trucks, whatnot. And
when it hits the water, you really begin to spend money.I have nothing against boat-makers,
personally. I know some, clean-shaven Detroit millionaires, and no wonder. The only thing I
demur at, in boat-makers as a class, is their illusion. They somehow imagine they have mastered
the art of boat-making. Nothing could be farther from the fact.For there is no substance in or on
or under or around a boat that they have learned to do a good job on yet—and they’ve been at it
since Noah. For instance, every metal part on a boat “reacts” to sun, salt water and air. Here the
phrase “reacts to” means “falls apart in.” Most metal, in fact, rusts, corrodes or oxidizes faster
than the human hand can polish. Wood in sea water is just borer-bait and sea-garden soil.
Zillions of plants and animals take up residence on and in your hull, and unless you are a marine
biologist, this booteth you naught. When your boat gets much of this stuff in and on it, you have
to haul it out of the water, scrape it and paint it. When the accumulation gets really sinister, you
have to abandon ship because it isn’t “seaworthy” any longer.Furthermore, what happens to
paint, varnish and plastics on boats, should give nightmares to the du Ponts. All in all, when you
consider those costs, and then realize a fishing guide will take you out for maybe sixty-five a day,
mate thrown in, you wonder what charterboatmen’s families eat. Put it this way:Years back, I
used to fish on charterboats a hundred days per annum, approximately. And I figured even that
cost represented a saving of 50 per cent on an owned boat. It also freed me to fish the whole
time and it excused me from trying to explain why I couldn’t fix what had busted every time the
Coast Guard towed us in.Here I shall give you a tip worth the price of this book a hundred times
over:Charterboatmen, as a group, run constantly, and they understand boats; they always take
you out and get you back safely. That has been my experience. But so-called “private” boats
break down. They usually break down on the way out, about at the mid-point between home and
the fishing grounds, over a mudbank where there’s a nasty ground swell and you can’t catch a



flounder on a golden hook. This last is important because when private boats break down, you
usually have to spend a lot of hours just being there. So you fish—in the wrong spot. Some
people have been obliged to spend years after being marooned by boat-fault. The Florida Keys
are partly populated by the descendants of such shipwrecked persons; so are various islands in
the Indian Ocean. By and large, then, stay off private boats if you expect to fish much.Of course,
on charterboats the tackle is supplied.But for those who don’t charter a vessel to go after fish,
tackle cost is important.The other day, I bought myself a complete new spinning rig. (The old reel
was oxidized and the old rod was either rusted or eaten by locusts, I couldn’t determine which.)
Well, this little outfit set me back exactly eighty dollars and eighty-six cents. Why? Well, I’ll tell
you why.I could have gotten a decent rig for about half that: rod, reel, monofilament line,
doodads for lures—and possibly a can of varnish, free. But the tackle manufacturers have gotten
mighty fancy, lately, and I am supposed to be an “authority” on angling—owing, as you’ve seen,
to the amount of writing I’ve done, not the amount of fish catching. As an authority, I have to
appear with the latest stuff, the gadgets and gimmicks. For if I walked up to a snook-hole, or
waded out on a bonefish bank, with even the 1950 tackle, I’d lose face. Prestige. People would
think I hardly knew a mullet from a scupper.So I have to use this fancy gear. My present rod is
made out of mica or maybe glass or possibly beryllium. My line is Dacron, Orion, or maybe it’s
still nylon. I lose track. And the reel I bought is made, I believe, of an alloy that was released only
last month by the Government as it had all been going, up to that time, into radar sets in the war
heads of guided missiles. This kind of thing costs money and looks good. But not one damned
fish has heard about any of it, so it doesn’t matter to them. What I’m trying to say here is that, in
my opinion, simple, straightforward tackle does the trick.You look at a sports-goods catalogue.
You will begin to feel that you are a piscatorial moron. Here you intended to go out with nothing
more than two or three rods, some line, hooks and a bit of bait. Now you see you need shock-
absorbers in your waders. Prevents stone bruises. You need a Geiger counter—might locate
uranium on the trip. Your reels should be fashioned of Prysmex. Lightning resistant. You need
balanced tackle, a matched set of rods, twelve in all, like golf clubs. I knew a man once, a
multimillionaire in Palm Beach, who had sixteen graduated and balanced rods with his name
and address shellacked on each one. “How,” I asked him, “do you ever manage to get the right-
sized fish to hit the suitable rod?”This man soon gave up fishing.I myself like to hang a fish on
moderately light tackle for its size. Nevertheless, when I go trolling in the sea, I take along only
two outfits. I take a heavy rod for big ones and a light rod with thirty-pound test line for everything
else. In nearer shore, on the flats, I’m apt to take just my casting rod—the kind you use for bass—
or even a trout rod. Some guides and many anglers maintain that thirty-pound test line is too
small for sailfish, but I’ve never broken it even when taking big white marlin, and men have
caught blue marlin of upward of three hundred pounds on such tackle.When a salt-water game
fisherman talks about tackle, though, he’s talking in a different world from the fresh-water angler.
You will get some idea of what I mean by that, in the pages ahead. It was revealed to me only
slowly, over many years, and while other sportsmen were learning the same thing. Time was,



when a really doughty man might cast salmon flies at baby tarpon. Nowadays, ocean anglers go
after baby tarpon with trout rods and big tarpon with plug-casting outfits. The record is well over
a hundred pounds in the latter sport.My early days of sea fishing followed many years of trout,
bass, pickerel, pike and muskie fishing. Naturally, when I saw myself taking fish routinely that
weighed from twenty to eighty pounds, I thought the heavy gear then in use was essential. But
I’ve since caught all of the same species on very light tackle and many of them on my old fresh-
water rigs.This brings me to another “confession.”It is obviously a lot of fun to roar out on the
Atlantic, Pacific or Caribbean in a big motorboat, with a view to catching a fish of five hundred
pounds or more. But it is expensive. And it is a lot of work! Your seafaring angler will enthrall a
group of porch loafers with an account of the hours he battled a monster. I, too, many times,
have battled for hours with monsters—losing most of them in the end, as admitted. But a day
comes when many anglers of that type get old enough—or even wise enough—to desist.For no
matter how magnificent the thrill, no matter how Homeric the struggle, there is always a point in
taking a very large fish when the angler realizes—realizes acutely—that he has set himself to do,
for fun, something not unlike unloading a coal barge, alone, with a big shovel, fast—and no time
off even for wiping sweat.This awareness, which comes to all men, does not even correspond
precisely to the basic concept implied by the word “fishing.”Some men, facing that somber truth,
quit. Some others are told by their doctors that they must quit. Some, like me, don’t exactly stop;
but we cease to spend so much effort in the pursuit. Last time I went out when the tuna were
running, for instance, I hung a whopper and after much toil fought him to the boat. He escaped
when the mate reached for the leader. The next day, while Mrs. Wylie massaged liniment into my
shoulders, I kept asking myself what in hell I had thought I was doing. If I’d never fought even one
tuna, it might have been different. But there I’d been, pushing fifty, unloading that coal barge for
the umpteenth time!Before me, at the moment, is a letter which just arrived from one of the
world’s top anglers, Jack Mahony, of Miami. Jack has been president of the Rod and Reel Club
of Miami Beach and a referee in the Cat Cay Tuna Tournaments. He wrote to discuss the matter
of the seaways of tuna; but he mentioned in passing that he, too, was shunning the heavy fishes.
Not because they’d worn him down but because he had always enjoyed a different kind of sea
fishing even more. Me, too!A man can fish in the sea almost exactly as he fishes in fresh water.
The trout angler knows the intimate pleasure of wading streams and casting into pools. The bass
fisherman drifts his happy days away, still-fishing; or perhaps he sends a singing plug under that
old stump, into that little cove, alongside yonder rock. The plug caster has all the same fun as
the golfer, and catches fish in the bargain. He fishes from a bank, a bridge, a skiff. But that kind
of fun has not much attracted marine anglers, till lately.When they looked at the sea, ocean
anglers usually thought in terms of deep, far-out water. To be sure, a few of them, for years
aplenty, have fished from beaches. California, the Carolinas, Montauk, are peopled every year
with surf casters. But even they had special gear—gear contrived to make incredible casts out
over the breakers, gear requiring a special skill of its own.Hardly anybody stopped to think that
wherever the sea and the shore come together there are billions of coves, of landlocked ponds,



of salt-water “creeks” and “rivers,” fallen logs, rocks, weed patches and the like. Fewer still
bothered to note that in many areas, such as around the Keys and the Bahamas, there are
immense stretches of “flats,” where a man in boots could wade as appropriately as in any trout
stream. Indeed, during my first dozen or so Florida years, I never saw anyone but a surf caster or
two in waders. Yet in these land-close, fishy-looking spots, fish live. Not pike, of course—but
barracuda, which are like muskies; and not trout—but the snappers, which hit like bullets, and
chiros, which are exactly like trout, except that they are bigger than most trout and they jump
more, and more fantastically. These are samples. There are many other very spectacular game
fishes besides. Look:Barracuda, snapper (many kinds), chiro (as noted)Pompano (delicious)Sea
trout (familiar)Redfish (or channel bass, or drum)Crevallé jacks (let black-bass fishermen try
these!)Horse-eye jacks (powerhouses)Tarpon, tarpon and tarpon (!!!)Blue runners
(casuals)Groupers (several sorts)Bonefish (some say, the greatest of them all)Permit (what old
bonefishermen graduate to)Jewfish (any size)Ocean talley (rugged)Queen triggers (ditto—and
beautiful, too)Margate (lunch)Porkfish, angelfish, butterfly fish, rock beauties (all bottom-
feeders, all to be caught still-fishing, all beautiful beyond dreaming)Mackerel (you know)Snook
(a pikelike fighter)Nearly all these fish hit top-water baits, or flies. I have taken nearly all, many
times, from small boats, skiffs, rubber boats and from the bank; many by wading. They run from
a pound or two up. And “up” means up! Several of these breeds (of which you may never even
have heard) run from ten to thirty pounds and some, like tarpon, reach two hundred, while the
jewfishes get to a half ton. Of course, we’re talking about shallow water, where only “small”
jewfish, for instance, might be found. “Small” still could mean fifty pounds.Now, to an angler
accustomed, when fishing, to catching a bass or two or perhaps a couple of pickerel, this lavish
variety will come as the eighth wonder of the world. But my list is still only a tiny sample. There
are, around the Keys, for instance, literally hundreds of species of fish, of which scores upon
scores might rise to a fly cast into a quiet cove, to a plug dropped above a blue pothole. This I
hold to be the most sensational sort of fishing.It brings you scenery and scenic variety instead of
the hot, steel-blue monotony of the open sea. It brings you every sort of challenge as to terrain,
as to weed, log, coral, whatnot. And it brings you a shot at a near-infinite variety of fish of great
weight and sportiness. From such fishing you seldom come home skunked. There’s almost
always something biting. And you frequently come in loaded down.Furthermore, you can get a
sample of it with a two-bit rod, a dollar reel and a ten-cent line!That’s the point I was driving at!
Here is everyman’s marine angling. Here is a chance at such sport as old Ike Walton knew, times
ten—and then squared.In the Florida Keys, the Ten Thousand Islands, the Bay of Florida—there
is fishing of this sort. It can be found in the Bahamas, the West Indies. I suspect that wherever
the land meets any ocean, some fine top-water casting may be found. One never knows till one’s
tried.That’s the great thing about ocean fishing:There are always bigger fish. Always new fish.
Always new ways to fish. Always new places.
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